[1] A technique for visualizing particle transport in the interior of a porous medium is presented. The technique, which includes the construction of a translucent medium and the use of laser-induced fluorescence for particle tracking, was used to examine the behavior of a dilute suspension of negatively charged, micron-sized particles in the interior of uniform glass bead packs during one-dimensional, downward flow. Particle behavior as a function of pore fluid velocity and bead surface roughness was observed at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels. Experimental results show that particle filtration occurred only at solid-solid contact points (contact filtration) in smooth bead packs, while particle filtration occurred at the top of bead surfaces (surface filtration) as well as at solid-solid contact points in rough bead packs. Particle contact filtration was the result of physical straining at solid-solid contact points, while surface filtration was the result of particles interlocking on surface asperities. In both smooth and rough bead packs the filtration capacity of the medium decreased with the pore fluid velocity. In smooth bead packs the filtration capacity was approximately invariant with transport distance, while in the rough bead packs the filtration capacity showed a decrease with transport distance. This decrease was attributed to the early surface filtration of larger particles as a result of gravitational sedimentation. The accumulation of reversibly attached particles was observed even when particle pore fluid concentrations were stable.
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Introduction
[2] Understanding particle transport in porous media is important to a number of problems involving subsurface flow and transport, water and wastewater treatment and soil pedology. For example, colloid particles, which are operationally defined as particles between 1 to 10 nm and 2 to 10 mm in diameter [e.g., Stumm, 1992; Buffle and Leppard, 1995] , are thought to facilitate the subsurface migration of both organic and inorganic contaminants [Penrose et al., 1990; Ryan and Elimelech, 1996; McCarthy et al., 1989] . The subsurface transport of viruses, bacteria and protozoa such as Cryptosporidium parvum, a spherical shape oocyst with an average diameter of 5 mm, also exhibit features of particle transport [Harter et al., 2000] . Indeed, initial studies of particle mobilization and transport in porous media were focused on microbial contaminants in aquifers [McCarthy and McKay, 2004] . In water and wastewater treatment, filtration through granular media is extensively used to remove micron-sized particles from liquid input streams [Aim et al., 1997] . In Europe, riverbank filtration, a process whereby river water is drawn through adjacent soil river banks before extraction for drinking water, has been used for almost a century to remove water-borne contaminants, including pathogens and natural organic matter [Kuehn and Mueller, 2000] . Riverbank filtration is now under evaluation for water treatment in the United States [Tufenkji et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2003] . In the field of soil pedology, the formation of argillic horizons is attributed to the translocation of dilute clay suspensions [Hopkins and Franzen, 2003] . Finally, ''functionally intelligent'' particles with sizes in the submicron to micron range are being considered as possible aids to subsurface characterization and remediation [Mackay and Gschwend, 2001] .
[3] The migration behavior of particles in porous media is complex. Factors influencing this behavior include the particle density, size and surface chemistry, the water chemistry, the interstitial velocity, and the characteristics of the porous medium [Shellenberger and Logan, 2002; Scholl and Harvey, 1992; Ryan and Gschwend, 1994; Bradford et al., 2002] . In the case of biological particles, motility, chemotaxis, growth and decay are also influential [Scheibe and Wood, 2003] .
[4] Conceptual models for particle behavior in a porous medium usually assume that particles are affected by the same physical processes that influence solute transport in a porous medium, namely advection, hydrodynamic dispersion and mass transfer between the aqueous and solid phases within the medium [Bradford et al., 2002] . Particle transfer from the aqueous to the solid phase in a medium is commonly referred to as particle attachment, while particle transfer from the solid phase to the aqueous phase is commonly referred to as particle detachment. Under clean bed conditions, where the fraction of the solid phase covered by particles is small, theoretical models for particle fate and transport generally adopt the so-called ''clean bed filtration theory'' [see Yao et al., 1971] and assume that particle attachment and detachment obey first-order rate laws; that is, the particle attachment rate varies with the particle concentration in the pore fluid, while the particle detachment rate varies with the particle concentration on the solid phase [Saiers et al., 1994a [Saiers et al., , 1994b Yan, 1996] . An example of a one-dimensional, macroscopic model for particle fate and transport that assumes first-order kinetics and both irreversible and reversible site for particle attachment is [Hendry et al., 1997] 
where C is the particle concentration in the pore fluid, S is the particle concentration on the solid phase, D is the longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, u is the average steady state pore fluid velocity, z is the distance from the particle injection point, S irr is the ''irreversibly'' attached particle concentration, S r is the ''reversibly'' attached particle concentration, k irr,att is the particle attachment rate at irreversible sites, k r,att is the particle attachment rate at reversible sites and k r,det is the particle detachment rate at reversible sites. Note, S has been defined as the mass of particles per pore volume.
(1) and (2) assume no particle growth or decay.
[5] Following the clean bed filtration theory, rate coefficients, such as those presented in (2), are normally assumed to be constants dependent upon particle-solid interaction energies and system physics [Bergendahl and Grasso, 2000] . A common theoretical expression for k irr,att is [Logan et al., 1995] 
where h is the so-called collector (solid phase) efficiency, a is the particle sticking efficiency, the product ah is the filtration capacity of the medium, n is the porosity of the medium and d 50 is the average grain size of the medium. h, a parameter that accounts for the fraction of particles that are brought into contact with the solid phase by the mechanisms of diffusion, interception and gravitational sedimentation, is frequently estimated using a model proposed by Rajagopalan and Tien [1976] ,
where A s is the Happel correction factor, N Pe is the Peclet number, N Lo is the London-van der Waals attractive forces number, N R is the interception number and N G is the gravitational number. The value of a is either obtained experimentally [Bradford et al., 2002] or estimated using DLVO theory [Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey and Overbeek, 1948] or extended DLVO theory [Yotsumoto and Yoon, 1993] .
[6] Many column tests have been performed to investigate particle fate and transport in porous media under different conditions. A considerable body of this work has used observations of particle concentration at a column outlet, namely particle breakthrough curves (BTCs), to examine how particle behavior varies with pore fluid velocity [e.g., 2001 ], pore fluid chemistry [e.g., Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Franchi and O'Melia, 2003] , particle shape, size and concentration [e.g., Elimelech and O'Melia, 1990; Bradford et al., 2002] and porous medium heterogeneity [e.g., Harvey et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1996] . Work in this area has demonstrated, for example, that the concentration of particles that become irreversibly attached during transport through a porous medium decreases with the pore fluid velocity, but increases with the pore fluid ionic strength and the ratio of the particle size to the average grain diameter of the medium. Another body of work [e.g., Harter et al., 2000] has gone further and examined spatial trends in particle behavior within the interior of a porous medium. Here, interior concentrations of attached particles were obtained by destructive sampling of the column at the end of an experiment. Results acquired using this approach have definitively proven that irreversible particle attachment rates can decrease with particle transport distance, contradicting theoretical assumptions of a spatially constant attachment rate, as described by (3). In the microbial transport literature, observations of spatially dependent particle attachment rates have been attributed to theoretical distributions in the surface properties of microbes, leading to distributions in particlesolid interaction energies, and hence a, among the population [Albinger et al., 1994; Baygents et al., 1998; Simoni et al., 1998; Bolster et al., 1999 Bolster et al., , 2000 Redman et al., 2001] . In the nonmicrobial literature, hypotheses put forward have included distributions in interaction energies [Li et al., 2004] as well as distributions in particle size [Bradford et al., 2002] .
[7] Although considerable insight has been gained from experimental programs that have monitored particle breakthrough concentrations at a fixed transport distance and/or profiled particle concentrations at a given transport time, work of this nature cannot resolve, in real time, the processes governing particle transport in the interior of a porous medium. This limits the understanding that can be gained from these experimental approaches. In order to further understanding of the processes governing particle fate and transport in porous media, alternative methods that involve visualization studies of particle behavior within a porous medium are needed.
[8] This paper presents an experimental technique that we have developed for visualizing particle transport in the interior of a porous medium. The technique involves the construction of a translucent medium and the use of laser induced fluorescence for particle tracking. To demonstrate the utility of the technique, we used it to examine the behavior of a dilute suspension of negatively charged, micron-size non-Brownian particles in the interior of a medium constructed from monosize 4 mm diameter glass beads. Both macroscopic and microscopic particle behavior were observed as a function of pore fluid velocity and solid surface roughness. Our results provide clear evidence that particles interact with solid-solid contact points in a porous medium as well as solid surfaces. They also show the important influence surface roughness has on particlesurface interactions under nonfavorable electrostatic conditions, as well the impact of particle size distribution on spatial trends in particle concentrations. Comparison of our results with predictions obtained by fitting (1) and (2) to particle breakthrough curves, also demonstrates that rate parameters obtained from fitting BTCs are not always representative of particle behavior in the interior of the medium.
Experimental Method and Materials
[9] The experimental method described in this section was developed to enable direct, real-time observation of particle movement in a porous medium. Prior efforts to directly visualize particle movement in a complex pore space include the use of so-called ''micromodels'', which utilize photochemically etched glass plates to simulate a porous medium [Wan and Wilson, 1994; Wan et al., 1996; Lanning and Ford, 2002; Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003] , and the immersion method [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a] , which creates an optically transparent medium. We chose not to employ the micromodel method because, although valuable, it does not replicate the complex threedimensional features of a pore space that we believe are important in determining particle behavior. Furthermore, although our initial work made use of the immersion method [Yoon et al., 2003] , we also discarded this approach because it involves the use of an organic pore fluid, which might lead to results that are atypical for particle behavior in aqueous groundwater systems.
Visualization Technique
[10] The visualization technique involves the use of a translucent porous medium, laser induced fluorescent particles and digital image processing. The translucent porous medium is constructed from 4 mm diameter soda-lime beads packed to an average volume porosity of 0.37 to 0.38, and saturated with deionized/distilled water. The fluorescent particles are micron sized particles with an excitation wavelength of 511 -532 nm and an emission wavelength 570 -595 nm. A 6W argon-ion laser, the Coherent Innova 70C ion laser, is used to excite the particles, which produce fluorescent light that is well visible from within the translucent medium. This light is captured using the MagnaFire digital camera, a cooled CCD digital camera produced by Optronics with a resolution of 10 bits per pixel. The camera's normal lens is used for macroscopic visualization of particle behavior. A specially purchased microlens; the VZM 450i from Edmund Industrial Optics, is used for microscopic visualization. A filter placed over the camera lens ensures that only the wavelength emitted by the excited particles is passed to lens. The images taken by the camera are captured in real time by a computer (Intel Pentium II, 400 MHz) and then analyzed by the ImagePro software from Media Cybernetics. Each digital image contains 1280 Â 1024 pixels, giving a maximum resolution of 0.31 mm Â 0.39 mm using the camera's normal lens, and 3.1 mm Â 2.9 mm using the microlens.
Properties of Materials
[11] The properties of the fluorescent micron sized particles are summarized in Table 1 . The particles, which were supplied by the Laboratory for Experimental Fluid Dynamics, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, were manufactured by dissolving acrylic resin in ethylene dichloride, mixing the solution with the two organic dyes dichlorofluorescein and rhodamine 6G, and spraying the mixture into the air, where it solidified into particles. The particles were then collected and sieved into different size ranges. The particles used for the work reported here had an average specific gravity of 1.1 and a d 50 of 7 mm, with a particle size range of 1 to 25 mm. We measured particle size distribution with a Multisizer 3 Coulter Counter made by Beckman Coulter, Inc. According to (4), gravitational sedimentation was the predominant mechanism bringing particles to solid surfaces in our experiments.
[12] The particles originally supplied by the manufacturer were suspended in water. To prepare the particles for the experiments, a fraction of the suspension was oven dried at 110°C. The dried particles were then crushed with a ball mill using a polypropylene ball to destroy any particle clumps. Deaggregated particles were then mixed with deionized/distilled water to make a suspension with a particle concentration of 50 mg/L. An ionic surfactant, Alconox 1 from Alconox, Inc., was mixed with the water at a concentration of 0.05% by weight to disperse the suspended particles and prevent them from aggregating during the experiments. The pH of the particle suspension solution was 9.1. The measured zeta potential of the particles in the suspension solution was À110 mV.
[13] The 4 mm soda-lime glass beads have a specific gravity of 2.52. Reported values of the zeta potential of crushed soda-lime glass beads range from À35 mV in a solution of pH 3, to À70 mV in a solution of pH 7 [Litton and Olson, 1993] . Thus we anticipated minimal attractive electrostatic interactions between the particles and the bead surfaces during the experiments. Both ''rough'' beads and ''smooth'' beads were used in the experiments. Rough beads are the glass beads as supplied by the manufacturer. SEM pictures [Yoon, 2005] suggest a bead surface roughness of the order of 2 mm which is in a good agreement with findings by Smart and Leighton [1989] , who report that the surface roughness of a range of glass beads is approximately 10 À2 to 10 À3 of the particle radii depending on the manufacturing processes. Smooth beads are mechanically polished rough beads. All beads were cleaned by ultrasonication and then dried in an oven at 110°C before each experiment. We measured the release efficiency of the fluorescent particles from the bead surfaces by mixing 50 mL of the suspension solution containing 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 mg/L of the discrete particles, respectively, with 20 g of the smooth or rough glass beads in vials that we mechanically shook for 2 hours. We then measured the concentration of the particles in the solution using their emitted light intensity (see section 2.3). Release efficiencies were estimated as the ratio of the final to the initial particle concentrations in the solution [Bradford et al., 2002] . The average release efficiency for the rough beads was 96.53% ± 2.35%. For the smooth beads the value was 98.13% ± 1.34%. Both of these efficiencies are high, suggesting little particle attachment to bead surfaces under agitated, fluidized conditions, which supports our hypothesis of minimal electrostatic interaction between particles and the solid surfaces. Using the Student t test, the null hypothesis that the difference between the two means is due to chance is accepted. Hence we also conclude that the mechanical polishing of the beads does not alter, significantly, their surface charge.
Experimental Setup and Procedure
[14] Experiments were conducted in a box with inner dimensions 10.0 cm (width) Â 27.9 cm (height) Â 2.38 cm (thickness). The box was made of acrylic and all component pieces were glued together to prevent any leakage. A 2.8 mm (1/8 inch) glass plate was placed against all inside walls of the box to minimize particle attachment to the walls.
[15] A schematic diagram of the experimental box and the boundary conditions is shown in Figure 1 . Toward the base of the box, a void space of 2.54 cm (width) Â 3.30 cm (height) Â 2.38 cm (thickness) was created to enable measurement of particle and tracer breakthrough curves. The glass beads were deposited by raining them from the top of the box in 4 cm layers that were then uniformly vibrated. The final height of the beads was approximately 16.5 -17.0 cm. As noted above, the final volumetric porosity of the bead packs ranged from n = 0.37 to n = 0.38. The bead packs were saturated by sealing the top of the box with a lid, applying a vacuum to the lid, and drawing water in from the base of the box.
[16] Figure 2 shows the detailed configuration of the particle excitation system, which consists of the laser head, an optical fiber, a laser focusing lens, a spinning mirror and a traversing actuator. The laser was placed in front of the box. A spinning mirror was used to create a horizontal sheet of light with uniform intensity, and a traversing actuator was used to move the sheet up and down. The actuator was set to enable the laser to scan the box either vertically up or down in a period of 6.5 s. Although not shown, the camera was placed next to the actuator so that it could record frontal images of the box. The center point of the camera lens was lined up with the center point of the front face of the box. To eliminate errors that might be introduced by anomalous light, the entire experimental setup was covered in black cloth and the experiments were conducted in a dark room where the laser light was the only illumination. To ensure stability of the laser light during an experiment, the laser was warmed up for at least 30 minutes before the start of each experiment.
[17] During each experiment, inflow was introduced at the surface of the porous medium by a multihead peristaltic pump. The effluent was drawn at the bottom of the experimental box using the same peristaltic pump, and its volume was measured with time using an electronic balance to confirm that the fluid flow rate, Q, remained constant. Before the start of each experiment, 5 pore volumes (5 PVs) of particle suspension liquid without the particles was circulated through the system.
[18] All particle transport tests consisted of two stages, the particle introduction stage and the particle flushing stage. About 10 PVs of the particle suspension at a concentration of 50 mg/L were introduced as inflow during the particle introduction stage, while another 10 PVs of noparticle fluid with the same chemical composition were introduced during the flushing stage. Particle transport tests were conducted at three different pore fluid velocities, which we refer to as fast (u % 5.5 Â 10 À2 cm/s), medium (u % 2.7 Â 10 À2 cm/s), and slow (u % 1.4 Â 10 À2 cm/s), Here ah was calculated from (3) using k irr,att .
respectively. Flow velocities were calculated from u = Q/An, where A was the known cross-sectional area of flow. To examine solute transport in the medium, two experiments were also performed using an organic dye, fluorescein, in place of the particle suspension liquid. Table 2 provides details of the experiments that were conducted. Between two and five particle transport experiments were conducted at each flow velocity to quantify the repeatability of the results.
[19] The macroscopic particle concentration during an experiment conducted with the normal camera lens was calculated from the intensity of the light captured within an image. The intensity of captured light at each pixel within an image was a function of (1) the intensity of light emitted from fluorescing particles within the pixel, (2) the magnitude of light scattering from neighboring pixels and (3) the image distortion produced by the camera lens. To reduce measurement errors associated with light scattering, the number of pixels illuminated during image capture was constrained by the following, fully automated, procedure: At three to five minute intervals during each experiment, the horizontal laser sheet was moved to a predefined measurement location, paused to illuminate a 1.5 cm high portion of the medium, the light emitted from the illuminated portion was captured over an exposure time of 400 ms, the image was stored, and the laser sheet was then moved to the next location [20] During experiments with the normal camera lens, images were captured at the ponded source area at the top of the medium, seven interior locations within the medium and the breakthrough monitoring area at its base. The average light intensity captured in each image was calculated using the Image Pro software. To enable captured light intensities to be converted to particle concentrations, calibrations were performed in the experimental box, either with or without the glass beads, using particle suspensions of 50, 37.5, 25 and 12.5 mg/L, as well as particle-free suspension liquid. To quantify the image distortion produced by the camera lens, profiles of average horizontal light intensity versus vertical location were obtained for each calibration liquid. For calibrations performed without the glass beads, thirteen, replicate profiles were obtained for each liquid. For calibrations with the glass beads, 26 replicate profiles were obtained for each liquid. As expected, the maximum horizontal light intensity in each profile coincided with the vertical location of the center point of the camera lens. A unique parabolic relationship between vertical location, and the average horizontal light intensity normalized by the maximum light intensity in a profile, was used to correct for camera distortion [Yoon, 2005] . Figure 3 provides a plot of normalized, corrected light intensity versus normalized particle concentration. The error bars in Figure 3 represent the standard deviation of all replicate measurements. As seen, the corrected light intensity exhibits a linear relationship with particle concentration, with or without the presence of the glass beads. Predictably, emitted light intensities were lower in the saturated glass beads than the pure liquid at the same particle concentration. Separate calibrations, which followed a similar procedure, were performed for the fluorescein dye.
[21] The method described above for translating captured light intensity into particle or dye concentration used averaged horizontal light intensities, and thus neglected horizontal variations in concentration. We believe this approach is reasonable for the one-dimensional flow conditions of the experiments reported here. However, an alternative calibration approach using the same equipment could enable horizontal, as well as vertical, resolution of particle and dye concentrations, thereby permitting investigations of particle transport under two-dimensional flow conditions.
[22] Experiments performed using the microscopic lens enabled direct visualization of particle behavior in the medium's pore space during the particle introduction and flushing stages of the experiments. The microscopic observation tests were intended to provide qualitative insight and not quantitative measurements, so no attempt was made to perform calibrations at this scale. In addition to microscopic visualization during particle transport, microscopic pictures of some areas of the porous medium were taken after each macroscopic visualization experiment to see how particles were locally distributed at the end of the experiment.
Mass Balance Errors
[23] Pretests with the experimental setup indicated that the captured images of fluorescing particles represented an averaged signal from particles located within the first 3 or 4 bead grains from the front face of the experimental box [Yoon, 2005] . To confirm that the particle concentration estimated from this signal was representative of conditions throughout the entire porous medium thickness, evaluate the reliability of the experimental method, and verify that horizontal variations in particle concentration could reasonably be neglected, mass balance calculations were performed for all of the particle transport experiments. Figure 4 compares the (known) cumulative mass of particles introduced into the porous medium with the cumulative particle mass calculated using the emitted light intensity for one of the experiments. The error in estimated mass balance was within ±3% of the introduced mass over the entire experimental series, lending confidence to the accuracy of the test results.
Results and Discussion

Solute Behavior
[24] Figure 5 shows the breakthrough curves obtained from the dye tests D-1 and D-2. Both BTCs indicate a normalized concentration of C/C o = 0.5 after 1 PV of Figure 3 . Calibration relationship between corrected, normalized light intensity and particle concentration with and without the presence of the glass beads.
elution, suggesting that mechanisms of advection and dispersion controlled the dye's behavior. A modified version of (1) with S = 0 was fit to the BTCs to estimate D, and hence the longitudinal dispersivity, a L = D/u, of the porous medium. For D-1, the estimated value a L was 7.9 mm, while for D-2, we obtained a L = 8.1 mm. These values are reasonable given that the medium composed of 4 mm diameter uniformly packed particles. For subsequent calculations that we will present later in the paper, we assume that a L = 8.0 mm, even for the particle suspensions.
Particle Behavior at the Macroscopic Level
[25] The particle breakthrough behavior is illustrated in Figure 6 , where we plot particle breakthrough concentrations versus time for the three pore fluid velocities for both the rough (Figure 6a ) and the smooth beads (Figure 6b) . Note, that the data points presented in Figure 6 are the average of all measurements from the duplicate tests at each flow rate. For the purpose of discussion, predictions of breakthrough concentration using (1) and (2) are also plotted in Figure 6 . The predictions were generated by a finite difference analysis using the Crank-Nicholson scheme. For each test condition, D was estimated using a L = 8.0 mm, k irr,att was acquired from the plateau concentration of the BTC, and k r,att and k r,det were obtained by curve fitting the BTC data obtained from the particle introduction stage of an experiment using the least squares error method. Values of k irr,att , k r,att and k r,det are reported in Table 2 , together with values of ah which were estimated using (3). We found that alternative models to (2), which involved a lower number of rate coefficients [e.g., Harvey and Garabedian, 1991], could not be well fit to the data.
[26] Two main characteristics of the particle breakthrough are different from the dye breakthrough. First, a normalized particle concentration of C/C 0 = 0.5 occurred after 1 PV of elution indicating ''retardation'' of particles within the medium. Second the plateau concentration was lower than the input concentration, meaning that a fraction of the particles were filtered (i.e., retained) by the porous medium. The fraction of retarded and filtered particles was high for all experiments considering the highly unfavorable electrostatic conditions, suggesting that there must have been physical mechanisms for particle retardation and filtration. Despite unfavorable electrostatic conditions we saw no evidence that a measurable fraction of the particles traveled faster than the dye. Comparison of the data for the different pore fluid velocities confirms observations by others [e.g., Compère et al., 2001 ] that particle retardation and filtration increased as the pore fluid velocity decreased. Comparison of the results for the rough and the smooth beads also confirms that particle retardation and filtration increased with medium roughness [Shellenberger and Logan, 2002] . Finally, we note that predictions by (1) and (2) do not match the descending portion of the BTCs. This is because, like others [e.g., Harter et al., 2000], our observations provide evidence of the slow elution of particles from the porous medium at the end of the particle flushing stage, a phenomenon that is not accounted for by transport models like (1) and (2).
[27] Figure 7 shows the size distribution of particles in the effluent during the particle introduction stage of an experiment conducted at the slow pore fluid velocity in the rough beads (RS-3). The size distribution of particles in the influent is also provided. The size distribution curves show that smaller particles eluted earlier, and that the size distribution of particles in the effluent stabilized after about 4 to 6 PVs. The particle effluent concentration normalized by the particle influent concentration is plotted versus PV in Figure 8 . As seen, particle retardation and filtration increased with particle size, although particles less than 2 mm in diameter appeared to be neither retarded nor filtered by the medium. According to (4), Brownian motion would have been the predominant mechanism for bringing particles less than 2 mm in diameter into contact with the medium's solid phase during RS-3. Hence we speculate that these smaller particles generally remained suspended in faster moving streamlines within the medium's pore space [Brenner and Edwards, 1993] , while all other particles interacted with the medium's solid phase as a result of gravitational sedimentation. Comparison of introduced particle mass with estimated particle mass for RM-3, an experiment conducted in a rough bead pack at the slow pore fluid velocity.
[28] Table 3 reports estimated values of k irr,att , ah, h and a for each particle size fraction. As seen, k irr,att and ah increase with particle size. However, a appeared to peak for an average particle size of 12 mm. The reason for this trend is currently not clear. Of note, is the fact that k irr,att , for the average particle size is similar to the average k irr,att value reported in Table 2 for the slow velocity tests in rough beads. This leads us to speculate that the parameters obtained from our particle BTCs might reflect the behavior of the d 50 particle.
[29] Figure 9 is an example of particle concentrations observed within the interior of the porous medium during another experiment, RS-2, conducted at a slow velocity in rough beads. Note, the vertical axis is the sum of the particle fluid concentration and the particle concentration on the solid phase, (C + S) normalized by the input concentration C 0 . This is because our macroscopic visualization technique cannot currently distinguish between particle fluorescence originating from the pore fluid and that originating from solid surfaces. Predicted interior concentrations using the parameters obtained by fitting the BTC are also displayed on Figure 9 . It is clear that, for the conditions of this experiment, use of the breakthrough curve to infer what is happening in the interior of the medium is not appropriate.
[30] All interior concentrations exhibited similar features, as illustrated by Figure 10 . During phase A, when local particle concentrations in the pore fluid were still increasing, the increase in total concentration versus time was nonlinear. During phase B, when local pore fluid concentrations reach a steady state concentration of C s-s , a linear increase in Figure 7 . Particle size distribution in the influent and effluent at different pore volumes for RS-3, an experiment conducted in a rough bead pack at the slow pore fluid velocity. Table 2. total concentration versus time was observed, implying that any process responsible for retaining particles within the medium had a linear rate. Of significance, is the fact that the experimental measurements can be used to directly resolve this rate at different spatial locations within the medium. During phase C local particle concentrations in the pore fluid were decreasing, and particles reversibly attached to the medium's solid phase, represented by the concentration S r , were reentrained into the pore fluid and flushed out of the medium. During the final phase D, particle pore fluid concentrations were negligible. Hence (C + S) is the concentration of particles that remained filtered by the porous medium, namely S irr . Because the concentration of these particles showed a very slow decline with time they are not strictly ''irreversibly'' attached to the solid phase. However, in what follows, we will continue to use the term ''irreversible'' when discussing this particle fraction to be consistent with the literature.
[31] As illustrated by Figure 10 , our macroscopic measurements of particle concentration at different locations in the interior of a porous medium can be used to directly resolve spatial variations in S irr at the end of an experiment, and thus spatial variations in k irr,att and ah. Spatial variations in S r at the end of an experiment can also be resolved if the distribution of C s-s in the medium is known. Because our experimental technique does not directly measure C s-s in the interior of the medium, we estimated its distribution by assuming a linear drop in C s-s , from C 0 at the top of the medium to the C s-s measured in the BTC at the base of the medium. We acknowledge that, in reality, this decrease would not have been linear. However, since we found our estimated spatial variations in S r changed little when we adopted more complex distributions in C s-s , we used a linear relationship for simplicity. Finally, by assuming that the observed slope during phase B = @S irr @t (i.e., by assuming that there was no accumulation of reversibly attached particles during phase B, when C = C s-s ), the slope can be used in conjunction with our estimated distribution in C s-s to obtain a second prediction for k irr,att (see (2) and (3)).
Particle Behavior at the Microscopic Level
[32] Microscopic images obtained of particle behavior close to the front face of the experimental box during a slow velocity experiment with the rough beads are provided in Figure 11 . Note, as previously stated, microscopic images were only used for qualitative evaluation of particle behavior within a medium; they were not used to estimate particle concentrations. Figures 11a -11c show particle behavior during the particle introduction stage, and Figures 11d-11f during the flushing stage. It is clear from Figures 11a -11c that particle interactions with the solid phase, which involved both the retardation and filtration of particles, occurred over most of the bead surfaces and at the solid-solid contact points. However, from Figures 11d-11f it becomes apparent that particle filtration, i.e., ''irreversible'' particle attachment to the medium's solid phase, occurs only at the top surfaces of the beads and at the solid-solid contact points.
[33] Figure 12 is a microscopic image of the porous medium at its mid-depth after the end of a slow velocity experiment using the smooth beads. In contrast to the observations made in the rough bead packs (e.g., Figure 11f ), particle filtration in the smooth bead packs occurred only at the solid-solid contact points, where crescent shaped particle clusters that are concave downward are . Particle breakthrough behavior for the different particle sizes during RS-3. The breakthrough concentration for each particle size is normalized by the inlet concentration for that particular particle size.
clearly visible. Cushing and Lawler [1998] first claimed that contact points collected particles by ''funneling effects'', which they simulated using three dimensional particle trajectory modeling. Our experimental work provides direct evidence to support this claim. As noted by Cushing and Lawler [1998] , the clean bed filtration theory, upon which many particle transport models are founded, does not account for contact filtration.
Mechanisms for Irreversible and Reversible Particle Attachment
[34] Our macroscopic data and microscopic pictures of particle behavior in the glass beads lead us to hypothesize that, for the conditions of our experiments, the ''irreversible'' attachment of particles to the medium's solid phase occurred at solid-solid contact points (contact filtration of particles) and on rough solid surfaces (surface filtration of particles). Likewise, the reversible attachment of particles occurred as a result of particle interaction at solid-solid contact points (contact retardation of particles) and on solid surfaces (surface retardation of particles).
Particle Filtration
[35] Contact filtration of particles, sometimes referred to as contact straining [e.g., Bradford et al., 2002] , is explained by the physical capture of particles in the small pendular pore space surrounding solid-solid contact points. (1) and (2) using parameters obtained from the BTC.
We believe that the surface filtration of particles under the unfavorable electrostatic conditions in our experiments is explained by the physical interlocking of particles with asperities on the rough particle surfaces (Figure 13 ). Force and torque balance calculations that used DLVO theory to estimate the double layer force [Hogg et al., 1966] and the Van der Waals force [Elimelech et al., 1995] , and Happel's sphere-in-cell model [Happel, 1958] to calculate the drag force, show that surface roughness can hold particles on the top of bead surfaces provided that q is less than a critical angle. Calculations performed for a d 50 particle, an assumed gap distance between the particle and the bead surface of 1 mm, and a 2 mm high asperity, show that is q is approximately 6.6°at the slow pore fluid velocity, 3.5°at the medium pore fluid velocity and 1.8°at the fast pore fluid velocity [Yoon, 2005] . As seen in Figure 11f , observed values of q during an experiment performed at the slow pore fluid velocity agree with our estimated value of 6.6°, supporting our argument that medium roughness was responsible for the surface filtration of particles during the experiments.
[36] Figure 14a is a plot of the average value of S irr /C 0 as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth in the medium for the experiments conducted in the smooth bead packs. The error bars show the range of measurements for the duplicate tests. Because there appeared to be no surface filtration of particles during the smooth bead tests, we have assumed that S irr is the concentration of particles filtered at solid-solid contact points, S irr(contact) . We note that the normalized concentration of contact filtered particles decreased with pore fluid velocity but showed little change with depth, and hence transport distance. Values of (ah) contact versus depth are shown on Figure 14b . These values generally agree well with those estimated from the experimental BTCs (see Table 2 ), although the BTCs values are higher than the averaged interior values at the medium and slow pore fluid velocity. The data presented in Figure 14b show a decrease in particle removal capacity by contact filtration with pore fluid velocity, but little variation in (ah) contact , and hence k irr,att(contact) , with transport distance.
[37] Figure 15a is a plot of the average value of S irr /C 0 as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth in the medium for the experiments conducted in the rough bead packs. Again, the error bars show the range of measurements for the duplicate tests. During experiments in the rough bead packs, the total particle filtration, S irr(total) , was the sum of the particle contact filtration, S irr(contact) , and the particle surface filtration, S irr(surface) . To estimate trends in particle surface filtration with depth, we have assumed that at each pore fluid velocity, the variation in S irr(contact) with depth was the same in the rough and the smooth bead packs. In other words, that the magnitude of contact filtration was a function of pore fluid velocity and depth but not medium roughness. Estimated average values of S irr(surface) as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth are also provided on Figure 15a . These values were obtained by subtracting the profiles of average S irr(contact) versus depth at a given pore fluid velocity (see Figure 14a ) from the profiles of average S irr (total) versus depth at the same pore fluid Figure 10 . Typical profile of measured interior concentration change with time. velocity. As per the contact filtration, the surface filtration of particles decreased with the pore fluid velocity. However, in contrast to the contact filtration, S irr(total) , and hence S irr(surface) , decreased notably with depth at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities. A comparison of Figures 15a and 14a reveals that particle filtration was dominated by contact filtration at the fast pore fluid velocity, and by surface filtration at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities.
[38] Values of S irr(total) and S irr(surface) were used to calculate (ah) total and (ah) surface as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth (Figure 15b ). For the fast pore fluid velocity (ah) total , and hence (ah) surface , were approximately constant with depth. Furthermore, the average value of (ah) total agrees well with the average value obtained from the BTCs of the experiments conducted at the fast pore fluid velocity in the rough bead packs (see Table 2 ). In contrast, for both the medium and the slow pore fluid velocities, there was a clear trend of (ah) total , and hence irreversible particle attachment rates, decreasing with particle transport distance. Comparison of the average (ah) values obtained from the BTCs (see Table 2 ) with the (ah) total values plotted in Figure 15b , show that close to the particle source, (ah) values obtained from the BTCs underestimate the (ah) total values obtained from the interior concentration measurements, while further away from the particle source the BTC (ahs) overestimate those obtained from the interior measurements. However, on average the (ah) values from the BTCs at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities are higher than the averaged interior values.
[39] We believe that our observed trends in (ah) total versus depth in the rough bead packs are the result of the Figure 12 . Microscopic picture taken in the middle of the medium after SS-3, an experiment conducted in the smooth bead pack at the slow pore fluid velocity. Figure 13 . Model for surface filtration of particles in rough bead packs. Up to an angle q, particles brought to bead surfaces are held by asperities because moments resisting particle overturning at the particle-asperity contact point (resulting from the gravitational and Van der Waals forces) exceed the overturning moments (resulting from the drag and double layer forces). Figure 14 . Observed particle filtration behavior at the end of experiments in the smooth bead packs where it is assumed that contact filtration was preeminent: (a) S irr(contact) /C 0 as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth from the particle injection point; (b) (ah) contact as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth from the particle injection point. distribution of particle sizes in the influent liquid. For experiments conducted at the slow velocity, the average observed (ah) total ranged from 8.2 Â 10 À3 at the top of the medium to 6.6 Â 10 À3 at the base of the medium (Figure 15b ). According to the data presented in Table 3 , this range can be explained by the removal of >d 50 sized particles close to the particle source <d 50 sized particles further away from the particle source. Hence the change in (ah) total with transport distance is a result of the earlier collection of larger particles by the medium, which reduced the average size of the mobile particle fraction with depth. Because our observed values of (ah) contact were approximately constant with depth, we believe that selective particle size filtration in our experiments was only associated with the mechanism of surface filtration. To explain why variations in (ah) surface with particle transport distance were observed at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities but not at the high pore fluid velocity, we plot the h values obtained from (4) versus particle size for each pore fluid velocity in Figure 16 . As seen, the variation in h with d increases as the pore fluid velocity decreases. Thus changes in (ah) with transport distance that will arise as a result of the polydisperse particle population, will be more apparent at slower pore fluid velocities.
Particle Retardation
[40] Retarded particles are particles that were reversibly collected at solid-solid contact points or on solid surfaces in the porous medium, and then reentrained back into the pore fluid during any of the stages A to C of our experiments. Explanations for surface retardation include insufficient surface roughness to ''irreversibly'' hold particles brought to the surface of glass beads, temporary ''hydrodynamic capture'' of particles in slow moving and stagnant regions of pore fluid [Lee and Koplik, 1999; Ghidaglia et al., 1996b] , and particle-particle interactions on or close to solid surfaces that perturb local viscous forces to either favor particle attachment [e.g., Biggs et al., 2003] or detachment [e.g., Meinders and Busscher, 1995] . Explanations for contact retardation include inadequate geometric capture of particles (i.e., inadequate straining) as well as the perturbations in local viscous forces caused by particleparticle interactions. We do not have the data to distinguish between the concentrations of particles experiencing contact retardation and surface retardation, so we will present the concentrations of retarded particles, S r , as a whole. Note, the S r values that we report refer to the concentration of particles washed out of the medium during Stage C of our experiments (see Figure 10) .
[41] Figures 17a and 17b are plots of average values of S r /C 0 as a function of depth and velocity for the tests conducted in the smooth and rough bead packs, respectively. Error bars show the range of measurements for all duplicate tests. As per S irr , S r generally decreased with pore fluid velocity; the exception being S r values below 5 cm in the rough bead packs at the slow pore fluid velocity, which appeared to be lower than those in the rough bead packs at the medium pore fluid velocity. For the experimental conditions investigated, the range of S r /C 0 lay between approximately 0.4 and 1.4. Thus the concentration of retarded particles showed much less variability with pore fluid velocity and surface roughness than the concentration of filtered particles.
[42] The data presented in Figure 17 show that at the slow and medium pore fluid velocities, S r /C 0 > 1 close to the particle source. This indicates an accumulation of reversibly attached particles on the medium's solid phase close to the column inlet. To examine whether some of this accumulation occurred during phase B of an experiment, we compared k irr,att obtained from the phase B slope, with k irr,att obtained from the end of experiment S irr values (see Figure 10) . Figure 18 shows the ratio of k irr,att(slope) /k irr,att(Sirr) for experiments in the smooth bead packs; trends in the rough bead pack were similar. As seen, this ratio was greater than unity at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities, indicating that @S r @t > 0 during phase B for these flow conditions. An accumulation of reversibly attached particles with time during phase B, would explain why (ah) values obtained from the BTC curves at the medium and slow velocities, were fractionally higher than those obtained from the interior measurements of S irr . For the fast pore fluid velocity, the average ratio of k irr,att(slope) /k irr,att(Sirr) appears to be close to unity, although the trend is quite scattered. Figure 15 . Observed particle filtration behavior at the end of experiments in the rough bead packs: (a) S irr (total) /C 0 and S irr(surface) /C 0 as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth from the particle injection point; (b) (ah) total and (ah) surface as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth from the particle injection point.
[43] We believe that particle retardation as a result of reversible particle interactions with the solid phase of a medium is both complex and dynamic and deserves further investigation. Our microscopic images of particle behavior showed, for example, particle heaps building up on the top of bead surfaces, collapsing and then rebuilding again. Models that assume retarded particles behave as a single fraction that can be described by one attachment and one detachment rate, are unlikely to capture the true complexity of particle fate and transport.
Conclusions
[44] We have presented a technique for directly observing particle transport in the interior of a porous medium that involves the construction of a translucent medium, and the use of laser induced fluorescence for the analysis of solute and particle concentrations. The technique allows the quantitative evaluation of macroscopic images of particle behavior in the porous medium and the qualitative evaluation of microscopic images. We used the technique to examine the behavior of a dilute suspension of negatively charged, micron-size non-Brownian particles in the interior of a 17 cm high medium constructed from monosize 4 mm diameter glass beads. The particles had specific gravity of 1.1., a d 50 of 7 mm and a size range of 1 -25 mm. Onedimensional, downward transport experiments were conducted in both smooth and rough bead packs at three different pore fluid velocities; namely, fast (u % 5.5 Â 10 À2 cm/s), medium (u % 2.7 Â 10 À2 cm/s), and slow (u % 1.4 Â 10 À2 cm/s). Each experiment involved 10 PVs of particle injection at a constant concentration C 0 = 50 mg/L, followed by 10 PVs of particle flushing.
[45] The macroscopic images collected during the experiments enabled us to resolve particle concentrations versus time at the inlet of the medium, the outlet of the medium and seven locations in the interior of the medium. The microscopic images enabled us to observe particle behavior at a fixed location in a medium over time, or observe how particles were distributed in a medium at the end of an experiment. Data collected from the experiments were used to resolve spatial variations in: S irr , the concentration of particles ''irreversibly'' attached to the solid phase of the medium at the end of an experiment (filtered particles); S r , the concentration of particles reversibly attached to the solid phase of the medium at the end of an experiment (retarded particles), and @S @t , the rate of accumulation of particles on the medium's solid phase when local pore fluid concentrations reach a steady state, C s-s . Values of S irr and @S @t were used in conjunction with the clean bed filtration theory to estimate values of ah, the medium's filtration capacity, and k irr,att , the irreversible attachment rate of particles on the solid phase.
[46] Our experimental results show that, in the smooth bead packs, particle filtration occurred predominately at solid-solid contact points (contact filtration) with a filtration capacity that decreased with pore fluid velocity. However, our results indicated little change in the contact filtration capacity of a medium, and hence k irr,att , with particle transport distance. In the rough bead packs our results show that particle filtration occurred at the top of bead surfaces (surface filtration) as well as at solid-solid contact points, with contact filtration dominating at the fast pore fluid velocity and surface filtration dominating at the medium and slow pore fluid velocities. We believe that surface roughness was responsible for the surface filtration of particles under the highly unfavorable electrostatic conditions of our experiments. As for the smooth bead tests, the rough medium's filtration capacity decreased with the pore fluid velocity. However, for experiments conducted at the slow and medium flow velocities, the filtration capacity also decreased with particle transport distance. We attribute this observation to the preferential surface filtration of larger particles close to the particle source as a result of gravitational sedimentation. Because the slow pore fluid velocity used in our experiments is higher than the average natural pore fluid velocity in many groundwater systems, we believe that changes in k irr,att with distance, as a result of the preferential filtration of larger particles, is likely to be the norm for non-Brownian particle transport in the field. With respect to particle retardation; our macroscopic measurements suggest the accumulation of reversibly attached particles with time even under constant pore fluid concentrations, while our microscopic measurements indicate that mechanisms for particle retardation during porous media transport are both complex and dynamic. Hence the assumption that particle retardation can be described by one single attachment and one single detachment rate is probably over simplistic in many cases.
[47] Our visualization technique has enabled us to provide clearer insight into the physical behavior of nonBrownian particles in the interior of a uniform porous medium. Because the use of the technique is not restricted to the experimental conditions presented here, it has great potential for advancing understanding of particle behavior in more complex systems and under a range of different environmental conditions. Figure 18 . Plot showing k irr,att(slope) /k irr,att(Sirr) as a function of pore fluid velocity and depth from the particle injection point in the smooth bead packs.
